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Memory performance was measured in 48 persons between 

the ages of 40 - 65 with Type II diabetes. Correlations 

between performance on the California Verbal Learning Test, 

tests of Working Memory, Priming Memory, and Prospective 

Memory and several predictor variables were examined. These 

variables included the 

Slosson Intelligence Test Scores, demographic variables, 

presence of diabetic complications, finger-stick and HbA1c 

measures. Subjects performed worse than the normative 

sample on the California Verbal Learning Test. Higher 

chronic and acute blood glucose tended to be associated with 

worse performance on the CVLT, Priming, and Working Memory. 

However, after the effects of intelligence, education, and 

sex were statistically controlled, glycemic status predicted 

performance on just a few memory measures. These were 

short-delay recall compared with recall on List A trial 5, 

and List B on the CVLT, and recall accuracy on digit forward 

of the Working Memory Test. Glucose status was unrelated to 

performance on a prospective memory test. Several other 



demographic and diabetic complication factors predicted 

performance beyond the contribution of intelligence. These 

results contrast with previous studies which found strong 

effects of glycemic control, but did not statistically 

control for the contribution of intelligence. Differential 

effects of diabetic status on different aspects of memory 

were discussed. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Type II diabetes mellitus is a chronic condition 

associated with the inadequate production and/or utilization 

of insulin to transport blood glucose into the cells of most 

organs (Guyton, 1986). When a meal is eaten, blood glucose 

rises immediately. When insulin production is inadequate, 

or when tissue sensitivity to insulin's effect on glucose 

transport is impaired, blood glucose levels rise to 

abnormal, and sometimes dangerous levels. 

These conditions are treated in several different ways 

in persons with Type II diabetes. Many may control blood 

glucose with a regimen of dietary, exercise, and stress 

management. Others must take some form of medication to 

achieve euglycemia. Oral hypoglycemic agents stimulate the 

pancreas and upgrade tissue sensitivity to insulin. Others 

may require exogenous insulin to supplement what their 

pancreases fail to provide (Guyton, 1986). 

Chronic hyperglycemia has been causally associated with 

many degenerative diseases. These include: proliferative 

and nonproliferative retinopathy, neuropathy, and 

macrovascular diseases such as coronary artery disease and 

peripheral vascular disease [Diabetes Control and 



Complications Trials Research Group (DCCTRG), 1993]. It is 

associated with increased risk for cerebral vascular 

accidents. Hypoglycemia has both acute and chronic effects 

on cognitive function (Sieber & Traystaman, 1992). 

The effects of diabetes on cognitive functions have 

been a topic of increasing interest lately. Several 

well-designed studies have shown that memory is impaired in 

persons with Type II diabetes. Subjects were found to 

perform more poorly on serial learning tasks and digit span 

backwards (Perlmuter, Hakami, Hodgson-Harrington, Ginsberg, 

Hatz, Singer, & Nathan, 1984). The decrement in performance 

was related to the degrees of peripheral neuropathy and 

glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) in only the serial learning 

task. In another study, psychomotor slowing was shown to be 

associated with distal, symmetrical polyneuropathy (Ryan, 

Williams, Orchard, & Finegold, 1992). In a third study, 

performances on digit symbol, Trailmaking Form A, Wisconsin 

Card Sort Test (WCST), and the California Verbal Learning 

Test (CVLT) were significantly, inversely related to levels 

of glycated hemoglobin (Reaven, Thompson, Nahum, & Haskins, 

1990). 

Not all studies have found significant decrements in 

cognitive performance in Type lis. Robertson-Tchabo, 

Arenberg, Tobin, & Plotz (1986) found no difference in 

performance on the Benton Visual Retention Test (BVRT) after 

adjustments for age and education level. She also failed to 



find longitudinal changes in performance on the BVRT after 

twelve years when compared with age/education matched 

nondiabetic control subjects. Another study showed that 

verbal fluency was unrelated to diabetic status. However, 

number of repetitions of the same word in the test was 

associated with glycemic control (Perlmuter, Tun, Sizer, 

McGlinchey, & Nathan, 1987). It was also found that, 

despite atrophic, morphological changes in brain structure, 

cognitive performance did not suffer (Soininien, Peranien, 

Helkala, Laakso, & Riekkinen, 1992). 

Overall, these results are equivocal. Perlmuter and 

his associates have focused attention on verbal fluency, 

serial learning tasks, and digit span (1984, 1987). Others 

have investigated memory via standard neuropsychological 

tests (Reaven, et al., 1990; Robertson-Tchabo, et al, 1986). 

None, though, has investigated memory from the point of view 

of recent advances in memory research. It creates confusion 

to compare different sorts of memory functions that may have 

different bases of neurological support. Glycemic control's 

contribution to memory performance could potentially be 

better defined if the underlying structures of memory were 

stated more explicitly. 

The role of memory in daily self-care is indisputable. 

It surely underlies the basics of adherence to one's 

prescribed regimen. For example, self monitoring blood 

glucose (SMBG), injecting insulin, planning a day's meals, 



all require memories of certain sorts. These rely on cues, 

on the ability to hold one memory trace while other 

cognitive tasks are being performed, and on long term 

storage of complex medical instructions. So, perhaps by 

more explicitly defining the sorts of memory affected by 

hyperglycemia, the effects of out-of-control diabetes on 

daily self-care could be placed into sharper focus. 

The thrust of recent research in the field of memory 

has focused on defining the subtypes of memories that exist, 

how they interrelate, and how they are sometimes separate 

from one another. For instance, Tulving (1972) described a 

functional difference between semantic and episodic memory. 

Later, he added procedural memory to the structure (Tulving, 

1985). 

"Procedural memory enables organisms to retain learned 

connections between stimuli and responses, including those 

involving complex stimulus patterns and response chains, and 

to respond adaptively to the environment" (Tulving, 1985, p. 

387). In other words, it is "remembering how" vs 

"remembering what." Procedural memory pertains to the 

memory between stimuli and responses, as in respondent or 

operant conditioning (Tulving, 1985). 

Semantic memory—which is viewed as a more complex part 

of procedural memory—represents states of knowledge 

regarding categories and abstract concepts. One way of 

testing semantic memory's parameters is to measure the 



differences in identifying words or pictures from word 

fragments or picture fragments. 

Episodic memory—which is contained within semantic 

memory—stores personally experienced events. It is 

temporally based, and can be disrupted by events which 

impair perception of time (Tulving, 1972, 1985). 

Information derived in the semantic system can later be 

stored in the episodic memory system (Tulving, 1972). One 

can test episodic memory by measuring the frequency of 

recall of previously presented stimuli (Tulving, 1985). 

Another memory system, lately identified by Tulving and 

Schacter (1990), is called priming. It improves the 

identification of perceptual objects, and is unconscious, 

resembling semantic and procedural memory. However, it 

involves "cognitive representations of the world and 

expresses itself in cognition rather than behavior" (Tulving 

& Schacter, 1990). Priming is tested by measuring the 

accuracy and response latency in identifying perceptual 

objects that are fragments of previously presented (primed) 

targets. Several diabetes self-care tasks are primed in 

similar ways. For instance, waking in the morning and 

preparing for the work day may be cues to remember to self-

monitor blood glucose and inject insulin. Failure of the 

morning's activities to cue this behavioral unit may result 

in less than adequate diabetes care. 



Baddeley has developed the construct of the working 

memory (Baddeley, 1986, 1992). "The term working memory 

refers to a brain system that provides temporary storage and 

manipulation of the information necessary for such complex 

cognitive tasks as language comprehension, learning, and 

reasoning" (Baddeley, 1992; p. 556). It has two support 

systems: an articulatory loop and a visuospatial sketchpad. 

These are directed by a "central executive" which allocates 

cognitive processing among the various tasks (Baddeley, 

1987, 1992; Baddeley & Hitch, 1994). It is tested by 

filling working memory with some consuming task and 

observing the effect on a cognitive task. For example, 

digit span (Wechsler, 1981) may fill working memory while 

attempting to remember the gist of a story that has just 

been read (Wechsler, 1945). 

The implications for the person with out-of-control 

diabetes might be having less cognitive efficiency in day-

to-day tasks. Baddeley (1992) blames defective working 

memory for the relative inability to follow logical 

arguments containing several interrelated premises. This 

could restrict the intellectual life of the affected person. 

The central executive has been associated with frontal 

systems functioning by several authors (Baddeley & Hitch, 

1994; Gathercole, 1994; and, Moscovitch, 1994). Frontal 

systems are higher association areas which, among other 

tasks, serve to form intentions, plans and programs, inspect 



behavior, and verify the behavior's conformity to these 

plans and programs (Luria, 1973). Serving this role in 

Working Memory is the central executive. 

Another, similar memory task is Prospective Memory. 

Rather than recalling stimuli from the past, prospective 

memory requires performing in the future an activity based 

on past instructions. It is necessary to carry out tasks 

that one does throughout day-to-day life. It is presumed to 

require the use of multiple memory systems (West, 1987). 

Additionally, the input of support systems (e.g., the 

executive functions of the frontal systems) probably helps 

determine the success of carrying out the assigned task. 

West (1987) has proposed testing this type of memory 

directly. He instructed his experimental subjects to leave 

a message on an answering machine on a designated day. The 

practical implications of prospective memory pertain to the 

daily execution of physicians' recommendations and other 

aspects of one's diabetes regimen. Tasks of self-care 

require adherence to a schedule of health maintenance 

activities. The sensitivity of this measure will help 

determine the person's ability to adequately administer his 

or her own care. 

Verbal learning is another important aspect of memory 

functioning. Some verbal learning is accomplished through 

predominantly associative processes, while others require 

active direction by executive control. A commonly used and 
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well-normed test of both of these types of memory is the 

California Verbal Learning Test (Delis, Kramer, Kaplan, & 

Ober, 1987). Recent research has shown it to be sensitive 

to frontal systems mediated memory when compared with those 

mediated via the medial temporal lobes/hippocampi regions of 

the brain (Moscovitch, 1994). Additionally, it has been 

found to be sensitive to patients with blunt head trauma 

(Crosson, Novack, Trenerry, & Craig, 1988). 

Except for the CVLT, none of these different types of 

memory has been studied in published accounts of memory 

function concerning persons with diabetes. Most studies 

imply only a gross separation between verbal and nonverbal 

memories. It would be more interesting to know specifically 

which memory systems are impaired with Type lis. It is not 

the purpose of this investigation to show which neuronal 

ensembles are involved in any proposed decrements, but 

rather to offer evidence for more specific impairments which 

later may be investigated from a neurological vantage point. 

More important to the purpose of the present research 

are the effects of specific memory decrements on practical 

self-care and how aspects of diabetes control and health may 

affect them. There are several ways in which adherence to a 

health regimen can be disrupted by memory malfunction. One 

can forget to recognize behavioral cues. For example, 

forgetting to self monitor blood glucose (SMBG) disrupts 

self-care. Doing so removes a source of feedback about the 



effects of meal planning, exercise, stress, and medication 

dosing. There may be certain cues that would otherwise 

prime this behavior (e.g., preparing to take some 

hypoglycemic agent). This would be an example of the 

failure of the priming memory system. 

Another way memory malfunction could disrupt self-care 

would be to forget daily tasks when other memory functions 

are being pressed (a failure of working memory). Under 

stress, one may forget to take prescribed medication. 

Moreover, diabetes control would suffer if prescribed 

instructions were forgotten (a failure of prospective 

memory). 

Finally, the failure to utilize efficient learning 

strategies and to remember adequate amount of material could 

impede adherence to the complex schedules of a diabetes 

self-care regimen.Of course, none with diabetes can directly 

control memory capacity. What can be controlled, to a large 

degree, is blood glucose. 

The present experiment seeks to throw some light on the 

effects of acute and chronic glycemic control on different 

types of memory. Practical implications for self-care in 

the manner described above will be considered. Some past 

research demonstrates decrements in memory function as 

measured on digit span and serial learning tasks (Perlmuter, 

et al., 1984). These require memory for events recently 

learned. Others found no effect of diabetes on verbal 
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fluency (Perlmuter, et al, 1987). This task probably taps 

more into crystalline intelligence (i.e., things learned at 

a more remote time, and thus more highly processed). In 

short, not all memory systems are the same. It is not 

surprising that studies that test different memory systems 

yield seemingly contradictory results. 

Acute and chronic hyperglycemia may affect different 

memory systems. Evidence from amnesia research shows 

clearly that different sorts of memory decrements are 

observed when unique areas of the brain are damaged (Squire, 

Knowlton, & Musen, 1993; Zola-Morgan & Squire, 1993). For 

instance, declarative memory appears to depend upon the 

integrity of the hippocampus and anatomically related 

structures. Nondeclarative memory relies on areas outside 

these (Squire, Knowlton, & Musen, 1993). As Tulving (1985) 

points out, even the functional aspects of memory show 

uniqueness among different systems. As mentioned earlier, 

the procedural system operates differently from the 

semantic; the semantic different from the episodic. How 

physiological changes affect these and other systems is a 

question worth considering. 

The present research will explicitly test the possible 

differential effects of acute and chronic hyperglycemia on 

four different memory measures: the California Verbal 

Learning Test, Priming, Working, and Prospective memories. 

These were chosen for several reasons. One, these are areas 
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under intense theoretical research. Therefore, the results 

will be more firmly grounded in current thought about memory 

functions. Additionally, hyperglycemia may well affect one 

system and not another. This may help in understanding the 

effects of metabolic events on brain function as it relates 

to memory, and which system may be more sensitive to 

hyperglycemia. Some types of memory may be spared. This 

could have implications for the primacy of one system over 

another. 

For instance, working memory may be more sensitive 

because of the recency of the remembered event. Semantic 

memory may be more resilient to metabolic changes because it 

is more likely to have been reinforced by experience 

(Tulving, 1972). Priming may be similarly resilient. For 

example, Priming is intact in many amnestic patients 

(Tulving & Schacter, 1990). 

The prospective memory task will help assess the 

effects of hyperglycemia on recently learned instructions. 

Additionally, prospective memory is different from 

retrospective memory; it is not correlated with secondary 

memory (Wilkins & Baddeley, 1978). Most importantly, it is 

a common everyday activity whose accuracy is measured by the 

completion of the task (West, 1987). 

This aspect of prospective memory gives it its greatest 

appeal. Diabetes is a condition that requires attention to 

scheduled activities to maintain blood glucose in a near 
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normal state. If these activities fail to occur because of 

defects in prospective memory due to poor glycemic control, 

then that very control further suffers in a vicious cycle. 

Finally, the CVLT will assist in assessing glyceminc 

effects on a more strategic, self-monitoring form of 

information processing and memory. Poor glycemic control 

may cause deficits in frontal processes necessary for 

adequate memorization of useful information. Similarly, if 

there are effects from hyperglycemia, intrusive and 

perseverative responding should be evident. Also, subjects 

ability to recognize stimuli will be compromised. 

These have treatment implications for physicians. 

Long-term control of blood glucose (and, therefore, health) 

may be served by extraordinary means of achieving tighter 

control. For instance, initiating intensive insulin 

regimens may be indicated. These have been persuasively 

demonstrated to have prophylactic effects on the onset of 

chronic complications in persons with Type I diabetes, as 

mentioned earlier (DCCTRG, 1993). More immediate effects of 

tighter glycemic control on prospective memory could have 

the dual effect of (1) improving adherence to the regimen of 

diet, exercise, monitoring, and medical and stress 

management; and (2) sparing future memory abilities. 

Hospital stays to achieve this end may also be warranted to 

"get the ball rolling," so to speak, toward normalizing 

blood glucose. This may enable the patient to improve 
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prospective memory. Independent control may thereby be 

enhanced. Economic benefits would accrue if one considers 

the expense of treatment of chronic complications of 

diabetes and the lost working ability these inevitably 

entail (DCCTRG, 1993). 

A correlational design was used to evaluate the effects 

of hyperglycemia on the CVLT, Priming, Working, and 

Prospective memories. Subjects were tested on the four 

memory tests. In this way, the possible effects of acute 

vs. chronic hyperglycemia on different kinds of memory may 

be better appreciated. Also we can assess the possible 

differences in performance in subjects whose acute glycemic 

control is good, but whose chronic control is nonoptimal 

(and vice versa). This will help the health care 

professional assess memory in the context of the patient's 

usual glycemic state relative to the current state. 

It is possible that variables other than glycemic 

status may have profound effects on memory performance. 

Past research has seldom taken demographic, health status, 

and intellectual factors into consideration as determinants 

of cognitive performance. One recent study (Draelos, 

Jacobson, Weinger, Widom, Ryan, Finkelstein, & Simonson, 

1995) concerning experimentally manipulated acute blood 

glucose levels in persons with Type I diabetes and found 

that different levels of hyperglycemia were unrelated to 

cognitive performance even at different levels of chronic 
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glycemic control. However, they demonstrated that women 

were less cognitively impaired under conditions of 

hypoglycemia. The present study was designed to consider a 

wide array of demographic and diabetes related health 

factors as well as the contribution of estimated 

intelligence on memory performance. Other studies control 

IQ and educational level between diabetic and nondiabetic 

groups. However, they did not statistically remove the 

variance contributed by these factors in post hoc analyses. 

Hypotheses 

Priming memory. This type of memory will be tested 

using the paradigm described by Tulving and Schacter (1990). 

There are two stages in the experiment. In the first 

(study) stage, the subjects are exposed to target words. In 

the second (test) stage, after a 60 minute interval, the 

subjects were given a list of words, half of which were from 

the stimulus list (target words). They were to identify to 

which words they had been previously exposed. The subjects 

were then given a list containing the original and novel 

word fragments in random order. They were asked to complete 

the fragments by filling in the blanks which corresponded to 

missing letters. It was hypothesized that hyperglycemic 

subjects would have been less accurate in identifying the 

correct original stimulus, more likely to misidentify 

nontarget words as having been from the original list, and 
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less able to complete both the target and nontarget 

fragments. 

Working memory. This is an aspect of memory that may 

underlie more basic functions of all memory systems. We 

can, therefore, hypothesize several effects of euglycemia 

and hyperglycemia. According to Baddeley (1986), absorbing 

some of working memory capacity will affect performance on 

various cognitive tasks. These include learning verbal 

material, comprehension of verbally presented material (both 

vocal and written), and verbal reasoning. However, he also 

states (Baddeley, 1987) that complex reasoning tasks can be 

performed at a 95% level of accuracy even when working 

memory is storing seven to eight digits. Nonetheless, 

latency of response is affected. Considering these 

observations, two hypotheses will be entertained. One, 

subjects with higher acute and chronic blood glucose values 

would perform less accurately in verbal comprehension tasks 

with similar loads on working memory. (Working memory load 

will be defined by the number of digits forward correctly 

repeated at the end of the task.) Two, those with higher 

acute and chronic blood glucose will retain fewer digits 

forward. According to Baddeley (1986), the errors on the 

loading task and the decrement in accuracy on the learning 

task are positively correlated. Therefore, hypotheses (1) 

and (2) are interrelated, in that decreases in ability on 
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the loading task will presumably accompany decreases on the 

learning task. 

Prospective memory. A modified form of West's (1987) 

experimental procedure was used to test this type of memory. 

Subjects were asked to carry out a simple task. Before 

viewing of a videotape, they were asked to test their blood 

glucose precisely 30 minutes after the beginning of the 

tape. Additionally, they were asked to log their results in 

a provided logbook. Later, they were asked to test their 

blood glucose at a designated time before going to bed, 

approximately three hours after the request. They were then 

instructed to call the experimenter with their results. It 

was hypothesized that hyperglycemic subjects would forget to 

carry out the task at the assigned times. They would either 

forget to do it altogether, or would delay it to a greater 

degree than relatively normoglycemic cohorts. 

California Verbal Learning Test. Five aspects of 

verbal learning and memory are designed in this test. It 

measures recall accuracy, learning strategies and 

efficiency, recall errors, recognition accuracy, 

and comparisons between different recall performances 

(Delis, et al, 1987). Moscovitch (1994) and Stuss (1995) 

have identified that the CVLT measures a type of memory that 

requires intact frontal systems. For instance, subjects 

must not only recall information they have learned, but must 

also monitor what they have learned. Otherwise, recall 
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errors occur. Learning is enhanced by the awareness of 

categories of items on the stimulus list and subsequent, 

active group of items to be remembered. 

In summary, this array of memory tests will sample a 

broad spectrum of memory functions: verbal priming, the 

executive functions inherent in Working Memory, the future 

oriented and practical memory in Prospective Memory, and the 

self-monitoring and strategic memory in the CVLT. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Subi ects 

Forty eight persons with Type II diabetes were used as 

subjects. Ages ranged from 40 to 65 years. Several 

demographic and diabetes related health factors were 

measured. These factors included age, sex, socioeconomic 

status, ethnicity, and educational level. Also measured 

were time since diagnosis of diabetes, type of diabetes 

medicine used, and incidence of diagnosed chronic 

complications associated with diabetes. A list of incidence 

of Chronic complications can be found on Table 2. 

No subjects were diagnosed with any of the following 

physical and/or mental conditions: brain impairment, mental 

retardation, psychotic disorder, and respiratory disease. 

Also, no subjects suffered from acute illness other than 

hyperglycemia. 

Biological measures 

Several biological functions were measured. To measure 

acute glycemic state, a capillary blood glucose test was 

conducted within one minute before the memory test. A 

Johnson & Johnson Lifescan One Touch II™ blood glucose 

monitor was used. Measurements were expressed in milligrams 

per deciliter (mg/dl) of blood glucose. 

18 
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To assess chronic glycemic state, glycosylated 

Hemoglobin (HbA1c) was measured with each subject. This is a 

measure of glycemic control over two to three months 

(Nathan, Avezzano, & Palmer, 1982). The HbA1c was measured 

within six months of the memory testing. 

Intelligence measures 

The Slosson Intelligence Test was administered at the 

time of screening: (Slosson, 1985). Our procedures 

conformed to those prescribed by the Slosson manual. 

Memory Measures 

California Verbal Learning Test. The California Verbal 

Learning Test (CVLT) was used (Delis, Kramer, Kaplan, & 

Ober, 1987), following the prescribed protocol. The test 

consists of several different measures of verbal learning 

and memory for verbal items. These include: 

1. Immediate Free Recall, List A. A list of 16 

shopping items in four categories (spices, tools, etc.) was 

read aloud, and the subjects were asked to repeat as many of 

them as possible in five trials. 

2. Immediate Free Recall, List B. This uses the same 

procedure with a different list of 16 shopping items. This 

is used for interference. 

3. Short-delay Free Recall, List A. The experimenter 

asked the subject to recall items from List A after having 

recalled List B in an Immediate Free Recall condition. 
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4. Short-delay Cued Recall, List A. The experimenter 

asked the subject to recall the items from List A cuing a 

particular category (e.g., "Tell me all the items that were 

spices.") All four categories were cued sequentially. 

5. Long-delay Free Recall, List A. After a 20 minute 

interval, during which light conversation was enjoyed, the 

experimenter asked the subject to recall as many items as 

possible from the original List A. 

6. Long-delay Cued Recall, List A. The same cuing 

procedure as above is used. 

7. Long-delay Recognition, List A. A list of 44 words 

was read, some of which were from List A. Subjects were 

asked to say "yes" if they recognized the item from List A, 

and "no" if they thought it was not from the list. If the 

subject said s/he didn't know, then a single prompt was 

given such as, "Do you think this item was from List A?" 

Priming. Tulving's and Schacter's and Stark's (1982) 

design was used. The procedure includes two stages. The 

first (study) stage consisted of presenting 25 target words 

of seven to eight letters long to the subject for five 

seconds each. After a 60 minute interval, the targets are 

again presented, but in fragmented form. Fragments 

contained three to four missing letters from the original 

stimulus word. All the letters were in the correct ordinal 

position. The second (testing) stage requires the subjects 

to attempt to label the altered target. Accuracy was 
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measured as percentage of target/nontarget words identified 

or completed. 

Working memory. The design described by Baddeley 

(1986, pg. 54) was used. Subjects were presented with six 

single, randomly ordered, spoken digits which they will be 

told to remember. Immediately after that, a prose passage 

with approximately six sentences shall be read aloud. Both 

items were gleaned from the Wechsler Memory Scale (Wechsler, 

1945). Afterward, the subject was asked to recall the six 

digits. Then they were given a transcript of the prose 

passage with every fifth word deleted. They were required 

to fill in the missing words. The dependent measures were 

(1) the number of digits successfully recalled, (2) whether 

the digits were recalled in the correct sequence, and (3) 

the number of words in the text successfully recalled. To 

reduce ambiguity in scoring, only the precise words in the 

sentence recall counted as correct. 

Prospective memory. West's (1987) design was modified 

for this population. Subjects were given ready access to a 

One Touch II™ blood glucose monitor during a viewing of a 

nondiabetes related videotape. They were alone during this 

phase. The glucose monitor was kept behind them and out of 

sight during the viewing. They were instructed to take a 

blood glucose test precisely 30 minutes after the start of 

the video. (The One Touch II™ monitor has memory 

capabilities that attach a date and time to each reading.) 
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They were also instructed to write the result in a logbook 

that were provided. The dependent measures were (1) whether 

the test was done; (2) how many minutes before or after the 

prescribed time it was taken, and? (3) whether a result was 

logged. 

Statistical Procedures 

Pearson-product correlations were conducted between all 

demographic variables, diabetes health related factors, 

acute and chronic blood glucose measures, and memory 

performance measures. Composite measures that clustered 

theoretically as related entities with high levels of 

intercorrelation were compared with the aforementioned 

predictor variables. Hierarchical multiple regression 

analyses were conducted to discriminate which of the 

predictor variables accounted for a significant amount of 

the variance on the memory measures. Specifically, these 

analyses were conducted to identify which, if any, blood 

glucose or other diabetes related health variables were 

significantly related to memory performance above and beyond 

age, education, gender, and intelligence. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Demographics 

Demographics of the sample can be found in Table 1. 

The mean age of the subjects was 54.9 years (SD = 7.00; 

range = 40 to 64 years). Mean educational achievement was 

13.46 years (SD = 3.07; range = 6 to 22 years). Mean family 

income level was $20,001 - 30,000 per year. No gender 

differences were measured in these demographics. 

The mean number of months since diagnosis of diabetes 

was 98.06 (SD = 75.54; range = 2 to 360). The women in this 

study had diabetes significantly longer than the men (women: 

108.88 months vs. men: 86.30 months; F = 3.54, df = 1, 46; 

p = .004). All of the subjects used some form of diabetic 

medication. Oral hypoglycemic agents were used by 17 

(35.4%), insulin by 26 (54.2%), and a combination of both by 

5 (10.4%). A large majority of them reported following a 

prescribed meal plan (89.6%), but exercise was more 

variable. Mean exercise was 3.4 times per week (SD = 3.1; 

range = 0 to 14 time per week). Most of the subjects 

reported either exercising none (25.5%) or seven days per 

week (25.5%). The mean frequency of self-monitoring of 

blood glucose (SMBG) was 13.37 times per week with 62.5% 

reporting testing several times per day. 

23 
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Diabetic complications. The incidence of diabetic 

complications was highly variable. Table 2 shows percentage 

of cases with reported diagnosed and suspected symptoms. 

The most frequent complaints were neuropathy (54.2%), 

impotence (35.4%), visual "floaters and flashers" (20.8%), 

heart disease (12.5%), and proteinuria (12.5%). The 

incidence of incipient eye disease may have been higher than 

reported in that 18.8% of subjects suspected that they had 

floaters and flashers but had never been formally diagnosed. 

None of the patients reported problems with detached retina, 

vitrectomy, blindness, microalbuminuria, renal failure 

requiring dialysis, peripheral vascular disease, or 

gastroparesis. The mean frequency of hypoglycemia was less 

than once per year per month. 

Blood glucose. Table 3 shows the mean acute and 

chronic blood glucose values in mg/dl. HbA1c values have 

been converted to mg/dl for easier comparison with acute 

values. The formula (Nathan, Singer, Hurxthal, & Goodson, 

1984) for conversion was: 

Mean Blood Glucose = 33.3 (%HbA1c) - 86. 

Mean converted HbA1c was 186.30 mg/dl. Acute measures of 

blood glucose ranged from 64 to 329 mg/dl. Means for these 

acute measures ranged from 152.13 to 188.13 mg/dl. 

Intelligence. Estimates of intelligence were measured 

using the Slosson Intelligence Test (Slosson, 1984). The 

mean IQ for all subjects was 103.65. Mean estimated IQ for 
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men and women was 110.38 and 97.44, respectively [t (46)= 

3.05, df = 45, e = -004]. Gender differences will thus be 

included in subsequent analyses (regressions) to eliminate 

this mean difference in IQ. Mean estimated IQ for 

Caucasians, African-Americans, and Mexican-Americans was 

108.42, 90.8, and 88.0, respectively. The group sizes were 

quite heterogeneous, though, rendering differences 

impossible to analyze accurately. When sex, race, and 

income were compared together in an ANOVA to predict IQ, 

there were no significant differences. This suggests that 

these factors are confounded, and thus uninterpretable. 

Memory measures. Of the four different measures of 

memory, only the CVLT was appropriately normed to population 

(Delis, et al, 1987). The computer data analysis package 

used to compute t scores and z scores on subjects' CVLT 

scores compares them with age- and sex-referenced norms. 

This reference population was "screened for any history of 

neurological or psychiatric disorder, chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease, liver dysfunction, cardiac disease, 

uncontrolled hypertension, renal failure, insulin-dependent 

diabetes, substance abuse, or developmental learning 

disability" (Delis, et al, 1987). It is unknown whether 

persons with Type II diabetes (often called "non-insulin 

dependent diabetes") were part of this group. Nonetheless, 

assuming that the CVLT norm reference group was virtually 
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healthy, then it can be used to compare Type II performance 

with that of a nondiabetic quasi-control group. 

In 16 of the 27 (59.8%) measures of memory performance 

on the CVLT, the performance of the Type II subjects was 

worse than normal. See Table 4 for subjects performance on 

the CVLT measures and the other memory tests. Subjects 

performed better than the norm group on eight measures. 

Specifically, they performed worse on some of the more 

crucial aspects of this test. These included encoding, 

retrieval before and after a semantic cuing, strategic 

encoding (semantic clustering), and response consistency 

across trials. 

Most of the aspects of CVLT performance on which 

diabetics performed better were relatively less important or 

basic to memory performance. For instance, serial 

clustering is a less efficient memory strategy than semantic 

clustering. Others can be ambiguously interpreted, e.g., 

whether a higher frequency of recognition hits is indicative 

of better memory function depends on its comparison with 

recall. In this study, diabetic subjects made relatively 

more recognition hits versus short-delay free recall 

suggesting that recall is weaker than normal compared with a 

more cue-dependent form of memory. Only on the learning 

slope were the diabetic subjects unambiguously better at an 

important aspect of the CVLT. Even so, the positive 

comparison was small (Z = .13). 
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Correlations. Many significant correlations between 

demographic, blood glucose measures, and memory measures 

were found. See Table 5 for all pairwise correlation 

coefficients and significance levels. Estimated 

intelligence was the variable most frequently, significantly 

correlated with memory measures (17 significant 

correlations), followed by impotence (14), income (11), race 

(10), gender (10), converted HbA1c (9),neuropathy (8), 

education (6), months since DM diagnosis (5), SMBG frequency 

(5), age (4), hypoglycemic frequency (3), diabetic 

medications taken (3), Priming Memory prestimulus BG (1), 

and WM pretest BG (1). 

The correlations that are of the greatest interest in 

the present study are relationships between blood glucose 

measures and memory performance. Several interesting 

relationships were found. Specifically, the chronic blood 

glucose measure HbA1c was significantly negatively 

correlated with several CVLT indices, including short-delay 

free recall, short-delay cued recall, long-delay free 

recall, long-delay cued recall, and short-delay free recall 

compared with List A 5th trial performance. Higher chronic 

blood glucose predicts worse performance on the CVLT. Cued 

recall intrusions were positively correlated with HbAu. 

Though the correlations were weak, invariably they were in 

the predicted direction. The greatest amount of variance 
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accounted for by HbA1c was with CVLT List A long-delay cued 

recall (R2 = .110). 

Also, HbA1c was significantly negatively correlated 

with three of the four Priming Memory measures, including 

percent targets identified, percent target fragments 

completed, and percent nontarget fragments completed. 

Again, the correlations are weak, but in the predicted 

direction. The maximum variance accounted for was between 

HbA1c and target fragments correctly completed (R
2 = .085). 

The more poorly a person controls his or her blood glucose 

over time, the worse the performance on a task of verbal 

priming memory. 

HbAlc was not significantly correlated with either 

Prospective or Working Memory performances. However, acute 

measures of blood glucose correlated significantly with only 

two memory measures. Prestimulus priming memory blood 

glucose correlated negatively with percent targets correctly 

identified. Pretest working memory blood glucose correlated 

positively with whether digits had been recalled in the 

correct order. As before, the most variance accounted for 

by acute blood glucose measures in a single pairwise 

correlation was between Priming prestimulus BG and targets 

correctly identified (R2 = .095). 

The relationship was in the predicted direction. 

In only one case, both chronic and acute measures of 

blood glucose correlate significantly with a memory measure. 
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That was in the priming memory test with the percent of 

target words identified. 

Several other correlations were found, namely, between 

the various measures of blood glucose. HbA1c was 

significantly, positively correlated with almost all of the 

acute measures except pretest working memory blood glucose. 

Of the blood glucose measures, estimated intelligence was 

significantly correlated only with pretest blood glucose for 

priming memory and Working Memory. 

Unlike most other studies of the effects of blood 

glucose on neuropsychological performance, this paper 

examined the contribution of estimated intelligence. As 

mentioned above, of the factors related to memory 

performance this factor was most frequently, significantly 

correlated with them. Specifically, scores on the Slosson 

Intelligence Test (SIT) were significantly positively 

correlated with the following individual measures on the 

CVLT: List A trials 1 - 5 , List A trial 5, List B, List A 

short-delay free recall, List A short-delay cued recall, 

List A long-delay free recall, List A long-delay cued 

recall, discriminablity, and List A short-delay free recall 

compared with List A trial 5. Additionally, IQ was 

negatively correlated with free recall intrusions and cued 

recall intrusions. As with the blood glucose measures, 

these were all in the predicted direction; that is, higher 
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estimated intelligence was associated with better recall and 

fewer memory errors. 

Similarly, SIT scores were positively correlated with 

performance on priming memory. That is, the higher the 

subjects intelligence the more likely they were to complete 

fragmented words seen 60 minutes previously and to complete 

fragmented words to which they had never been exposed. They 

were less likely to identify words as having been from the 

stimulus list if they in fact had not been. 

Moreover, SIT scores were positively correlated with 

better performance on the working memory test. 

Specifically, subjects with higher estimated intelligence 

recalled more digits forward, more frequently recalled them 

in the correct order, and recalled more missing words from 

the story. 

In general, compared with blood glucose measures, 

intelligence appears to be a stronger and more robust 

predictor of memory performance. Surprisingly, estimated 

intelligence was correlated with only two blood glucose 

measures: converted HbA1c and pretest working memory BG 

(see Table 5 for correlations). 

To reduce overall error variance, a composite was 

created with several blood glucose measures, confirmed by 

reliability analyses. Version 6.1 of SPSS/PC+ was used to 

calculate these composite measures. Specifically, the acute 

measures that were pooled included pretest acute BG measures 
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—priming, prospective, working memory, and CVLT memory test 

—and the intratest acute measure taken during the 

prospective memory test. This composite will be called CBG 

hereafter. The reliability coefficient was a = .9587. 

Additionally, composite measures of several memory 

measures were computed. See Table 6 for the composites and 

their reliability coefficients. These composites included 

four Composite CVLT measures (Recall, Learning, Intrusions, 

and Recognition) and Composite Priming. 

None of the other memory measures produced reliable 

composites, nor were they theoretically expected to. 

Therefore, none was used in the analysis. 

Multiple Regression Analyses 

Next, hierarchical multiple regression analyses were 

conducted in two different fashions. Age, gender, 

education, and IQ were entered into the regression equation 

as predictors first. These were followed by blood glucose 

variables (acute and chronic composites) and interactions 

among these variables. The composite measures mentioned 

above (see Table 6) and some non-composite measures were 

also used in this analysis. This analysis was conducted to 

determine which memory measures could be predicted by BG 

over and above IQ, age, gender, and education. It was also 

conducted to identify if there were any significant 

interactions between acute and chronic blood glucose in the 

prediction of memory measures. 
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Next, several non-composite and composite predictor 

variables which significantly correlated with memory 

measures were grouped in four steps and entered 

hierarchically into a multiple regression procedure to 

predict memory measures. The steps include person variables 

(gender), life adaptation variables (education, IQ, and 

income), general health variables (age and months since 

diagnosis of diabetes), and diabetes control variables 

(HbA1c, acute BGs, hypoglycemic frequency, neuropathy, 

impotence, and SMBG frequency). 

Tests for interaction between blood glucose measures. 

In summary, intelligence was found to be a significant 

predictor for nearly all the memory measures tested. The 

first analysis identified three measures which were 

significantly and exclusively related to IQ (see Table 7). 

These were Composite CVLT Recall, Composite CVLT Intrusions, 

and List B compared with List A trial 1. 

Four other variables also predicted memory performance 

after IQ was entered (see Table 8). The memory measures 

were Composite Learning, perseverations, response bias, and 

short-delay free recall compared with List A trial 5. Their 

predictor variables were gender, age, gender, and HbA1c, 

respectively. Finally, there also was a trend for the 

interaction between Composite Bg and HBA1c to predict long-

delay free recall vs short-delay free recall performance 

over and above the contribution of IQ. 
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Other predictors. In the second analysis, IQ was found 

to exclusively predict six memory performances (see Tables 9 

and 10). On the CVLT (see Table 9), these were (1) List A 

short- and (2) long-delay free recall, and (3) List A short-

delay cued recall. On Priming (Table 10), these were (4) 

percent nontargets misidentified, (5) percent target 

fragments completed correctly, and (6) percent nontargets 

completed correctly. 

There were four significant relationships between 

predictor variables and memory performance after the 

contribution of IQ was accounted for (see Table 11). On the 

CVLT, the memory performance measures included (7) List B 

and (8) free recall intrusions. The predictor variables for 

these were hypoglycemic frequency and neuropathy, 

respectively. Finally, on the Working Memory Test (Table 

11), the memory measures included (9) number of digits 

forward recalled and whether they were (10) recalled in the 

correct order. These were significantly related to months 

since diagnosis and Composite BG, respectively. There was 

also a trend for Working Memory pretest BG to significantly 

correlate with digits recalled correctly beyond the 

contribution of IQ. 

In general, it was found that intelligence was the most 

robust predictor variable. Nonetheless, blood glucose and 

other diabetes related variables, in several cases, 
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significantly predicted some performances on most of the 

memory tests. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

There were significant correlations between blood 

glucose measures and memory performance. Glycosylated 

hemoglobin was significantly inversely related to all the 

delayed recall measures on the CVLT. Similarly, 

the tendency to form semantic clusters lessened as 

acute blood glucose levels rose. Higher HbA1c levels were 

associated with more frequent intrusions. 

On the Priming Memory test both acute and chronic BG 

measures were related to correct identification of the 

original stimulus words in the testing portion of the test. 

Additionally, HbA1c was associated with poorer ability to 

construct words from both target and nontarget fragments. 

On the Working Memory test the tendency to recall 

digits forward in the correct order in the loading task was 

associated with higher acute blood glucose.However, when 

Slosson Intelligence Test scores (among other independent 

variables) were partialled out in the multiple regression 

equations, many of these significant correlations did not 

contribute significantly to the overall variance. This 

suggests that, though blood glucose control is important in 

maintaining adequate memory performance, other factors such 

as intellectual functioning have an overall greater impact. 

35 
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This is not surprising given the doubtlessly close 

relationship between memory and intelligent behavior. 

The contribution of intelligence was statistically 

controlled in the multiple regression analyses in order to 

remove the effects of a property of behavior that is more 

stable relative to memory function. The Slosson 

Intelligence Test correlates well with other tests of 

premorbid intelligence (e.g., Information and Vocabulary 

subtests of the WAIS-R), therefore, the contribution of this 

stable feature of performance was removed to elucidate the 

unique contribution of variable blood glucose to memory 

ability. 

In only two cases did blood glucose measures predict 

memory performance over and above the effects of 

intelligence. Specifically, HbA1c accounted for 

approximately 4% of the variance beyond the effects of 

intelligence, gender, and education on a comparison between 

short-delay free recall and number of correct responses on 

List A trial 5 on the CVLT. Also, Composite BG accounted 

for approximately 20% of the variance over and above 

intelligence on the Working Memory measure of recalling 

digits forward in the correct order. Therefore, it would be 

difficult to say that chronic BG control is better than 

acute BG in predicting memory performance. 

Factors other than intelligence and BG predicted memory 

performance on several other tests. These were typically 
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diabetes related. Hypoglycemic frequency predicted List B 

performance on the CVLT; neuropathy predicted free recall 

intrusions on the CVLT; months since diagnosis of diabetes 

was negatively correlated with number of digits recalled on 

the Working Memory task. Though intelligence appears to be 

the major contributor to memory performance variance, 

diabetic factors remain important. 

The finding that intelligence accounted for most of the 

variance on tests even when some measure of blood glucose 

also was significantly correlated is itself an important 

finding. It is rare to find a study of the effects of 

diabetes control on cognitive functions that, specifically 

controlled for intellectual levels. Several studies are 

illustrative. Reaven and associates (1990) measured 

intellectual functioning by administering a select number of 

subtests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale -

Revised (Wechsler, 1981). They attempted to equalize the 

intellectual level between experimental and control groups, 

but admitted that the control group performed better on 

intellectual functioning on all but a few tasks. In their 

study, persons with Type II diabetes performed more poorly 

than a control group with similar demographic 

characteristics on other cognitive tasks. They also point 

out that, within the diabetes group, those with higher HbA1c 

levels performed worse on the CVLT, Wisconsin Card Sort 

Test, and Trail Making A. However, no apparent attempt was 
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made to measure these effects after accounting for 

intellectual performance. It is, therefore, impossible to 

say with certainty whether their results were due to 

problems stemming from chronic hyperglycemia or if IQ was 

skewing the results. This lack of evidence for the 

contribution of intelligence to neuropsychological 

functioning in diabetic studies is common. For instance, 

Tun and associates (1987) found that effects of chronic 

hyperglycemia disappeared after depression effects were 

accounted. Intelligence was not partialled out in the 

equation. In another study (Perlmuter, et al, 1987), the 

effects of cognitive performance on memory tests were 

alluded to as a possible explanation of a tendency to 

perseverate on verbal fluency tasks. However, intellectual 

performance was not formally examined against the effects of 

glycemic control in their statistical analysis. Although 

Robertson-Tchabo and associates (1986) found no diabetes 

related effects on the Benton Visual Retention Task, her 

analysis only controlled for age and education, not 

intelligence. 

Unlike most studies, Perlmuter and associates (1984) 

covaried the effects of several variables, including 

depression, educational levels, age, and vocabulary scores 

on the WAIS-R. They found that the effect of higher HbA1c 

was significant despite these factors. Nonetheless, the 

single measure of Vocabulary samples a relatively small 
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amount of the overall intellectual performance as measured 

by a complete test. It is impossible to discern whether the 

cognitive measures he found to be inferior in persons with 

Type II diabetes would still have been so had a full IQ 

score been a covariate. 

A well-designed study of the prospective effects of 

controlling blood glucose (Meneilly, Cheung, Tessier, 

Yakura, & Tuokko, 1993) demonstrated that improved control 

resulted in improved neuropsychological performance. 

However, like the other studies, intelligence was neither 

tested, nor covaried in the data analysis. It would be 

difficult to argue that general intellectual functioning 

improved following six months of administration of oral 

hypoglycemic agents. Nonetheless, if other cognitive 

performance improved, perhaps intellectual performance did, 

too. It is not inconceivable that such an improvement may 

have accounted for the reported improvements in their chosen 

test scores. This may especially be important in those 

measures which require flexible cognitive capacities (e.g., 

mathematical calculations or digits forward). 

In the present study, several memory tests explicitly 

measured such a fluid type of cognitive capacity. For 

instance, the ability to hold digits forward in working 

memory while attending to and remembering the words of a 

short story requires a substantial amount of mental 

flexibility. Many argue that tests like these measure 
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executive functioning related to frontal systems 

(Moscovitch, 1994; Stuss, 1995). Baddeley and others (1978, 

1982, 1986, 1994) proposed that it is the "central 

executive" component of the Working Memory system that 

produces this sort of mental flexibility. Through cognitive 

self-monitoring, active attention, and memory allocation 

several items can be simultaneously (albeit hierarchically) 

remembered. On most memory tests in the present study, 

measurements of intelligence correlated with this fluid 

ability. Nonetheless, on one of these particular tests, this 

ability was sensitive to the duration of diabetes diagnosis. 

That is, number of digits recalled on the Working Memory 

test was associated not only with measured IQ but also with 

months since diagnosis of diabetes. That is, mental 

flexibility is reduced with longer duration of diabetes. 

Perhaps the periodic and chronic hyperglycemic episodes 

frequently experienced by Type lis have a deleterious effect 

with this type of cognitive ability. 

The present research differed from past efforts to link 

blood glucose and cognitive performance. This study made no 

effort to directly compare diabetic and nondiabetic 

populations. Several well-designed studies have 

demonstrated that persons with Type II diabetes generally do 

worse than nondiabetics on a wide range of tests 

(Richardson, 1990; Reaven, et al, 1990; Perlmuter, et al, 

1987, and Perlmuter, et al, 1984). Though others have found 
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weaker or nonexistent effects (Tun, et al, 1987; Robertson-

Tchabo, et al, 1986), it was felt that the weight of the 

evidence favored the hypothesis that there are substantial 

effects of diabetes per se on cognitive function, 

particularly memory. Supportive of this is the present 

findings of generally worse performance on CVLT measures 

compared with its normative sample. 

Of more interest were the effects of acute and chronic 

hyperglycemia on memory function. Additionally, this 

research effort was designed to be able to discriminate 

which of several memory functions were more sensitive to 

disruptions in glycemic control. This research was design 

to discern whether glucose control was strong enough to 

affect memory performance over and above the effects of 

intellectual and other demographic factors. 

Regarding the effects of diabetes on memory function, 

only the normative data of the California Verbal Learning 

Test gave any indication that persons with Type II diabetes 

performed worse than a normal sample. We probably can infer 

that the other tests would yield similar differences. 

However, this would be speculative. 

In several ways, the present sample of subjects 

evidenced deficits similar to persons with frank brain 

impairment. For instance, Gathercole (1994) suggested that 

perseveration on verbal tasks implies a "dysexecutive 

syndrome." That is, the "central executive" of Working 
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Memory aids in monitoring utterances previously made. When 

this breaks down—as it does in persons with damage to the 

frontal system—there is a greater tendency to perseverate. 

The present sample demonstrated similar tendencies. 

Perseveration scores were more than one and a quarter 

standard deviations above the mean. Similarly, it has been 

reported that patients with Huntington's Disease show 

deficits in recall errors (among others) on the CVLT 

(Lindervold, Reinvang, & Lundervold, 1993). 

This process of frontal system dysfunction may be 

related to accelerated aging processes suspected in persons 

with Type II diabetes who have symptoms of diabetic 

complications (Richardson, 1990). There is evidence that 

even normal aging is associated with decline in the frontal 

systems. For instance, Daigneault & Braun, (1993) found 

differences between young and middle-aged adults in a self-

ordered pointing task. This task is sensitive to frontal 

lesions (Daigneault & Braun, 1993; Petrides & Milner, 1982). 

Since our sample evidenced more frequent perseverations than 

an age-controlled normative sample (Delis, et al, 1987), it 

may be inferred that diabetes contributes to an acceleration 

of these sorts of frontal system processes. Their 

performance on the Working Memory test support this 

hypothesis in that on one of the three measures, acute blood 

glucose measures accounted for a significant amount of 

variance. Of course, no comparisons between diabetic and 
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nondiabetic populations were possible with the present 

design. So, inferences concerning accelerated aging effects 

of hyperglycemia would be premature and speculative. 

The finding that Prospective Memory tasks were not 

significantly related to any of the blood glucose or 

intelligence measures is puzzling. This is especially true 

considering the probable contribution of frontal systems to 

remembering to do something in the future. Interestingly, 

Cockburn (1995) found that a subject with bilateral frontal 

lobe damage and adequate retrieval of information performed 

poorly on a prospective memory task. She suggested that 

frontally mediated prospective memory may utilize pathways 

different from other sorts of frontally mediated memory. It 

is possible that the negative finding concerning Prospective 

Memory in the present study relates to a differential effect 

of hyperglycemia on different neural pathways. However, 

this is highly speculative and should be investigated with 

more explicitly designed methods. 

The strength of effect of intelligence on nearly all 

measures of memory functioning illustrates several things. 

One, this is a factor that needs to be evaluated in all 

research pertaining to the effects of control factors such 

as glycemic variability. Without accounting for IQ, the 

true nature of the effects of blood glucose variations 

cannot be accurately predicted. 
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Secondly, in many cases, blood glucose alone is 

probably not a predictor of cognitive performance in persons 

with Type II diabetes. How BG may affect a person 

physiologically in the long term may also be an important 

factor. For instance, it was found in the present study 

that variables such as neuropathy, impotence, and duration 

of diabetes were predictive by themselves. According to 

recent research (DCCTRG, 1993), hyperglycemia leads to a 

number of degenerative changes in persons with Type I 

diabetes. These include increased risk for neuropathy, 

retinopathy, and nephropathy. Furthermore, Richardson 

(1990) points out that structural changes in Type lis may be 

related to diabetic factors. Perhaps it is the effects of 

these physiological changes to which some of the present 

memory measures were sensitive. 

Finally, we can only speculate about the direction of 

causality in our findings of the intellectual performances 

of diabetic subjects. It is easy to assume that memory is 

worse when measured intelligence is also low, and that blood 

glucose is sometimes secondary to this. It could also be 

argued that poor glycemic control affects intellectual and 

memory functioning simultaneously. One study of Type I 

diabetic youth which supports this hypothesis (Kovacs, Ryan, 

& Obrosky, 1994) demonstrated that declines in memory 

performance predict declines in Vocabulary scores (and by 

their inference, intelligence) on the Wechsler scales. The 
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present research—using correlative designs—was not planned 

to answer this question. Nonetheless, it is a question that 

needs an answer to properly discriminate the effects of 

blood glucose control on neuropsychological functioning. 

Several aspects of the present research may have 

weakened any otherwise robust effects of glycemic control. 

The sample was positively skewed with respect to their 

economic status, educational achievement, and intellectual 

capacity. Additionally, they were mostly of healthy (i.e., 

nonhospitalized) outpatients. Moreover, most were relatively 

free of long-term diabetic complications. Other than 

neuropathy and impotence, no other complication was reported 

more than about 12 - 13 percent of the sample. 

Significantly, neuropathy and impotence—the two relatively 

common complications reported here—were both related to 

worse memory performance. Neuropathy was significant over 

and above the contribution of intelligence and other 

demographic factors. 

The present study had no control over blood glucose. 

One study with insulin dependent diabetes subjects (Draelos, 

et al, 1995) directly controlled acute BG with an insulin 

clamp. They found that chronic glycemic control was not 

associated with alterations in cognitive performance at any 

level of acute control. This mirrors the hypothesis stated 

in the present study. Similar efforts should be put forth 

for persons with Type II diabetes. 
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Type II diabetes is widespread within the diabetic 

population as a whole. It also becomes an increasingly 

likely diagnosis as one ages. Though the role of glycemic 

control is complicated with several other factors, this 

study, like others, demonstrated that it plays a role in 

memory effectiveness. Therefore, the clinical significance 

of the effects of glycemic control is important. 

Unfortunately, much of the research on the long-term 

consequences of hyperglycemia has focused on persons with 

Type I diabetes. Further research is needed to delineate 

the contribution of glycemic control and other diabetic 

health factors on all aspects of psychophysiological 

wellbeing. Because of the complex relationship between 

intellectual status, presence of diabetic complications, and 

glycemic control these factors should be considered in 

future experimental designs. 
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Table 1 

Demographic and Self-Care Characteristics 

48 

Variable N Mean SD 

Age (in years) 48 

Education (in years) 48 

Income (dollars/year) 39 

Months since diagnosis 48 

Exercise frequency 47 

(episodes per week) 

SMBG1 Frequency 48 

Hypoglycemia unawareness 48 

54.90 

13.36 

27500 

98.06 

3.40 

7.00 

3.07 

10800 

75.54 

3.10 

13.37 8.34 

< 1/year na 

(table continues) 
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Variable N Percent 

Sex 43 

Female 25 52.1 

Male 23 47.9 

Race 

African American 5 10.4 

Caucasian 36 75.0 

Mexican American 6 12.5 

Hopi/Mexican American 1 2.1 

Medication 

Oral hypoglycemics 17 35.4 

Insulin 26 54.2 

Combination1 5 10.4 

Prescribed meal plan 43 89.6 

Note: 1 = Combination of 

hypoglycemic agents 

insulin and oral 



Table 2 

Percent Diagnosed and Perceived Symptoms of Diabetic 

Complications 
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Complication no Diagnosed 

Symptoms 

Only 

Floaters/flashers 6.9 19.6 17.6 

Retinopathy 86.3 5.9 2.0 

Laser Treatment 91.7 8.3 0 

Detached Retina 94.1 5.9 0 

Vitrectomy 100 0 0 

Blindness 100 0 0 

Proteinuria 1.3 12.5 6.2 

Albuminuria 93.8 2.1 4.2 

Microalbuminuria 95.8 0 4.2 

Renal Disease 95.8 2.1 2.1 

Dialysis 100 0 0 

Peripheral Vascular 100 0 0 

Disease 

Heart Disease 83.3 12.5 4.2 

Myocardial Infarct 91.7 6.3 2.1 

(table continues) 
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Complication no Diagnosis 

Symptom 

Only 

Congestive Heart 93.8 6.3 0 

Failure 

Hypoglycemic 97.9 2.1 0 

Unawareness 

Impotence1 24.0 68.0 8.0 

Footdrop 95.8 4.2 0 

Neuropathy 37.5 54.2 8.3 

Coronary Artery 87.5 8.3 4.2 

Disease 

Gastroparesis 97.9 0 2.1 

Neuropathic Foot 81.3 8.3 10.4 

Changes 

Orthostatic 93.8 2.1 4.2 

Hypotension 

Note: 1 = Men only 
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Table 3 

Acute and Chronic Blood Glucose Value 

Type M SD 

Converted HbA1c 186. 30 79. 52 

CVLT (pretest) 180. 29 72. 25 

Priming Memory 

Prestimulus 173. 61 58. 74 

Prestimulus 156. 82 55. 85 

Prospective Memory 

Pretest 172. 43 58. 67 

Intratest 161. 98 56. 56 

At message time 188. 78 68. 25 

Working Memory 

(pretest) 152. 13 55. 03 



Table 4 

Memory Performances 
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Test M SD 

1a 

CVLT 

Recall Measures 

List A trail 1 - 5 41.27 

List A trial 1 -.65 

List A trial 5 -.58 

List B -.63 

List A short-delay free recall -.27 

List A short-delay cued recall -.33 

List A long-delay free recall -.38 

List A long-delay cued recall -.40 

Learning Characteristics 

Semantic Cluster -.31 

Serial Cluster . 15 

Percent correct: primacy region .27 

Percent correct: middle region -.42 

Percent correct: recency region .04 

Learning slope . 13 

10.46 

.98 

1.13 

1.08 

1.09 

1.00 

1.08 

.98 

.85 

1.07 

1.25 

1.64 

1.49 

1.16 

(table continues) 
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Test M SD 

Learning Characteristics (continued) 

Percent recall consistency -.08 

trials 1 - 5 

Recall Errors 

Perseverations 1.29 

Free recall intrusions .04 

Cued recall intrusions .08 

Recognitions Measures 

Recognition hits 1.75 

Discriminability 2.02 

False positives 2.15 

Response bias .10 

Contrast Measures 

List B compared to . 02 

List A trial 1 

Short-delay free recall .25 

compared to List A trial 5 

1.05 

2.02 

1.24 

1.47 

2.70 

2.51 

2.32 

1.15 

1.26 

1.00 

(table continues) 
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Test M SD 

Long-delay free recall compared 

to short-delay free recall 

Recognition hits compared to 

long-delay free recall 

Discriminability compared to 

long-delay free recall 

Priming Memory Test 

Percent target words 

correctly identified 

Percent nontarget words 

incorrectly identified 

as targets 

Percent target fragments 

correctly completed 

Percent nontarget fragments 

correctly completed 

.00 

2 . 1 3 

2 . 4 0 

7 7 . 3 0 

1 8 . 0 9 

2 9 . 3 6 

1 4 . 7 8 

. 7 7 

3 . 0 1 

2 . 7 4 

1 1 . 3 2 

1 6 . 3 2 

1 9 . 6 2 

1 6 . 5 0 

(table continues) 
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Test M SD 

Prospective Memory Test 

Intratest deviation from 1.62 1.56 

assigned time (min) 

Long-delay deviation from 8.56 20.37 

assigned time (min) 

Percent intratest BG recorded 90.922 

Percent long-delay BG reported 85.422 

Working Memory Test 

Number of Digits forward 5.34 1.36 

recalled 

Percent of subjects who 25.502 

recalled Digits in the 

correct order 

Number of missing words recalled 4.26 2.06 

Notes. 1 = California Verbal Learning Test 

la = List A trial 1 -5 is listed as a T-Score; the 

rest of the CVLT performances are Z-Scores. 

2 = Listed as a percentage score instead of a mean. 



Table 5 

Correlations: Californian Verbal Learning Test 
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Variable LISTA15 LISTA1 LISTA5 LISTB 

Age .1905 .3223* .0623 .1678 

Sex .0509 .0353 .0088 .1973 

Race -.2909* -.1544 -.2487 -.3096* 

Educ .1570 .0652 .1157 -.0144 

Income .2371 -.0293 .3540* .0593 

Months Dx .1646 .2315 -.0241 -.0824 

DM Meds .0600 -.0552 .1857 .2048 

Meal Plan .0551 .1248 .0663 .1192 

Exer Freq .0478 .0606 -.0467 -.2168 

SMBG Freq .0499 -.0764 .1078 .1184 

Impotence -.1785 -.1586 -.1028 -.1958 

Neuropathy -.1328 ,,0285 -.1824 -.1429 

Hypo Freq -.0201 .0320 .0489 .2645* 

SIT IQ .3102* .0614 .2524* .3156* 

HbA1c -.0815 -.0702 -.0596 -.1347 

CVLT PT BG -.0004 .0238 -.0959 .0282 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

( table continues) 
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Variables LISTASDF LISTASDC LISTALDF LISTALDC 

Age .0242 -.0203 .0391 .2354 

Sex .2045 .1447 .2665* .2648* 

Race -.2654* -.1757 -.3237* -.3416* 

Educ .2164 .2107 .2251 .2372* 

Income .4289** .2953* .4289** .2953* 

Months Dx -.1255 .0613 -.0343 .0556 

DM Meds .1461 .1628 .0018 .1082 

Meal Plan .2947* .2306 .0715 .2117 

Exer Freq .1365 .0806 -.0196 .0025 

SMBG Freq .2008 .4234** .2127 .2010 

Impotence -.2685* -.1825 .3007* -.3037* 

Neuropathy -.0940 -.1666 -.0009 .0650 

Hypo Freq .1380 .1165 -.0429 .0226 

SIT IQ .5177*** .3943** .5437*** .5445*** 

HbA1c -.3042* -.2608* -.3025* -.3309* 

CVLT PT BG -.1237 -.0805 -.1064 -.0355 

Note: P </= .05 ** P < .01 P < .001 

(table continues) 
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Variables Semclstr Srlclstr Primacy Middle 

Age .0371 -.1369 -.0234 -.1321 

Sex .0498 .0789 .2582 -.1335 

Race -.0385 .0906 .2849* -.4146** 

Educ .0476 .0891 -.0884 -.0924 

Income .0110 .0021 .3398* .0339 

Months Dx -.0188 -.3273* .0584 -.1154 

DM Meds -.1709 -.1022 .0126 -.3223* 

Meal Plan .1966 -.1460 -.0356 -.1721 

Exer Freq .0217 .0690 .0077 .0011 

SMBG Freq .0666 .0706 .1391 -.0423 

Impotence -.0220 -.1697 -.2333 .0044 

Neuropathy .2033 -.4965** .0781 -.0980 

Hypo Freq .1538 -.0908 -.0622 -.0324 

SIT IQ .0839 .0977 -.0143 -.0188 

HbAlc -.1662 -.0070 -.0278 -.0287 

CVLT PT BG -.3273* -.0022 -.0440 -.1299 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

(table continues) 
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Variables Recency Lrngslp CnstncylS Persevn 

Age .2027 -.2079 -.2331 .2308 

Sex .1188 -.0212 -.3063* .0922 

Race .1085 .0026 .1682 .2218 

Educ . 1727 .0194 -.0935 -.1487 

Income .2046 .1867 .0559 -.0525 

Months Dx .0881 -.2142 .1298 .2082 

DM Meds -.4283** .1381 .2257 .1000 

Meal Plan .1487 .0371 -.0274 -.3254* 

Exer Freq -.1862 -.0437 -.1164 -.0386 

SMBG Freq -.0133 .1018 .1532 -.5045*** 

Impotence .0243 .0270 .2044 -.1082 

Neuropathy .0752 -.1452 -.1541 .1142 

Hypo Freq .1740 .0893 -.0582 -.2984* 

SIT IQ .0446 .1002 -.0960 -.0826 

HbA1c .0236 -.1264 -.0076 .1487 

CVLT PT BG .0955 -.0444 .0826 .1988 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

(table continues) 
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Variables FRCIntrsn CRCIntrns RcgHits Discrim 

Age -.0044 -.0818 .2348* .1699 

Sex -.5756*** -.2114 .0491 .2427 

Race .3078 .1146 .1280 .0546 

Educ -.1450 -.0887 .1448 .2281 

Income -.2909 -.3313 .1269 .2285 

Months Dx .2072 .3234* .0497 -.0105 

DM Meds .0717 .0896 -.0175 .0690 

Meal Plan .0673 -.2148 .2743 .2780 

Exer Freq .1153 .2050 .0835 .0630 

SMBG Freq -.0892 -.1894 .0993 .1198 

Impotence .6562*** -.2743* .0319 -.1570 

Neuropathy .4775** .1674 .1103 .0952 

Hypo Freq -.0336 -.0075 -.2679* -.1473 

SIT IQ -.5150*** -.4180** .1318 .3380** 

HbA1c .1876 .2653* .0080 -.1283 

CVLT PT BG .0975 .0334 -.0574 -.0270 

Note: * P <= .05 ** P < .01 *** p < .001 

(table conti 
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Variables FalsPsvt R Bias LTBLTAl SDFLT5 

Age .0062 .0752 -.1056 .0160 

Sex .3702** .3006* .1540 .1940 

Race .1367 -.0084 -.1613 -.0772 

Educ .3163* -.0138 -.0628 .1350 

Income .1925 -.2901* .0786 .0147 

Months Dx -.1008 .1431 -.2500* -.0134 

DM Meds .1679 . 1217 .2343 -.1795 

Meal Plan .1705 .0311 .0057 .2240 

Exer Freq .0110 -.1386 -.2498 .2086 

SMBG Freq .0316 -.1363 .1608 .0920 

Impotence -.2460 -.2407 -.0525 -.1597 

Neuropathy .0004 .1778 -.1553 -.0142 

Hypo Freq -.1250 -.0171 .2023 .1952 

SIT IQ .2182 .0240 .2233 .2846* 

HbA1c -.1160 -.0988 -.0612 -.3147* 

CVLT PT BG -.0108 .0663 .0058 -.0738 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P A • O
 

f—1 ***p < , 001 

(table conti: 
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Variables LDFSDF RCGHSDF DISCLDF 

Age -.0276 .1916 .1340 

Sex .1418 -.0554 .1048 

Race .0322 .2313 .1858 

Educ .0359 .0489 .1194 

Income -.3475* .0418 .1255 

Months Dx .0817 .0570 .0040 

DM Meds -.0317 -.0159 .0610 

Meal Plan -.2679* .2205 .2257 

Exer Freq -.2012 .0803 .0647 

SMBG Freq .0496 .0125 .0253 

Impotence -.0775 .1388 -.0135 

Neuropathy .3060* .0968 .0857 

Hypo Freq -.1867 -.2251 -.1176 

SIT IQ .0069 -.0776 .0938 

HbA1c .0439 .1162 .0024 

CVLT PT BG .0691 -.0132 .0174 

Note: P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

(table continues) 



Correlations: Priming Memory Test 
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Variables Tgt Id NTgt Mid Tgt Frag Ntgt Frag 

Age .0884 .1026 .0431 .2342 

Sex -.1662 .0324 .2132 .3595* 

Race -.1437 .2785* -.3597* -.2533 

Educ .2487* .0544 .3780** .2965* 

Income .1033 -.1929 .4036** .4428** 

Months Dx .0767 .1474 -.1249 -.0542 

DM Meds -.0327 .0813 -.2147 -.3271* 

Meal Plan .0620 -.0932 -.0426 -.1766 

Exer Freq -.1608 -.0372 .1542 .2080 

SMBG Freq .2341 -.0444 .1753 .1914 

Impotence .1375 -.0307 -.3551* -.4423** 

Neuropathy- .0586 .2336 -.4140** -.2229 

Hypo Freq -.1528 -.1705 -.1434 -.1235 

SIT IQ .0330 -.2876* .5724*** .5471*** 

HbA1c -.2572* .0190 -.2908* -.2755* 

Prime PS BG -.3082* -.1645 -.1156 -.2293 

Prime PT BG -.1624 -.1616 .0014 -.0209 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

(table continues) 



Correlations; Prospective Memory Test 
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Variables H
 o
 

BG Reed MsgDev 

Age .0775 -.0490 .0689 

Sex .1138 .2810 -.0990 

Race -.1348 .1469 .3287* 

Educ .1036 .0605 -.0246 

Income -.2803 -.1119 .1759 

Months Dx .0260 -.0743 .0113 

DM Meds -.2142 -.1547 .0966 

Meal Plan -.1950 -.4159** -.5273*** 

Exer Freq -.0619 .2454 .0094 

SMBG Freq -.1672 -.1126 -.1126 

Impotence -.0677 -.3151* .1237 

Neuropathy -.0490 -.1787 .0461 

Hypo Freq -.0399 .1396 .1981 

SIT IQ .0716 .0961 -.1504 

HbA1c .0702 .1219 .0135 

Prosp PT BG .0804 .0393 -.0088 

Prosp IT BG .0980 .0064 -.0426 

Prosp Msg BG — — -.1211 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

(table continues) 
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Correlations; Working Memory Tests 

Variables DF RC D RC C Miss Wd RC 

Age -.2520* -.1433 .0353 

Sex .2344 -.0882 -.2472 

Race -.1764 -.3146* -.4103** 

Educ .2004 .1304 .3464** 

Income .1299 .1195 .5216*** 

Months Dx -.4456** -.2700* -.1409 

DM Meds -.0610 .1755 -.0127 

Meal Plan -.2211 .2020 .0433 

Exer Freq .0433 -.0056 -.0448 

SMBG Freq -.0732 .2046 -.0492 

Impotence -.3274* .0315 -.3775* 

Neuropathy -.4280** -.3171* -.4686** 

Hypo Freq .1244 .1895 -.1382 

SIT IQ .2809 .3114* .5213*** 

HbA1c -.0520 -.0342 -.1034 

WM PT BG .0469 .2962* .0074 

Note: * P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** P < .001 

(table continues) 
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Correlations: Composite Variables 

Variables CVLT RC CVLT ERR CVLT RCG PRIME 

Age 

Sex 

Race 

Educ 

Income 

Months Dx 

DM Meds 

Meal Plan 

Exer Freq 

SMBG Freq 

Impotence 

Neuropathy 

Hypo Freq 

SIT IQ 

HbA. 
1c 

CBG 

.1499 

.2328 

-.3084* 

.3037* 

.3876* 

.0935 

.1076 

.1681 

-.0285 

.2927* 

-.3019* 

-.1295 

-.0682 

.6442*** 

-.1567 

.2273 

-.0171 

.2681* 

-.0257 

.1366 

.0764 

-.0748 

-.0394 

.2310 

.1112 

.1111 

-.2039 

.1107 

-.3350* 

.1296 

-.0648 

-.1209 

-.0760 

.3786** 

.3969** 

•.0939 

-.4827** 

.2249 

.1720 

-.1768 

.1679 

-.0583 

.4735** 

.3490* 

.0685 

-.5483*** 

.4139** 

-.0459 

.0944 

.2149 

-.2484* 

.3771** 

.4688** 

.0781 

-.2482* 

-.0879 

.1314 

.2374 

-.2886* 

-.3070* 

-.2801 

.6314*** 

-.2603 

.0185 

Note: P </= .05 ** P < .01 *** p < .001 
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Table 6 

Composite Blood Glucose and Memory Measures 

Composite Alpha 

Composite Blood Glucose 

Priming prestimulus BG 

Priming pretest BG 

Prospective pretest BG 

Prospective intratest BG 

Working Memory pretest BG 

CVLT pretest BG 

Composite CVLT Recall 

List A trials 1 - 5a 

List A trial 1 

List A trial 5 

List B 

List A SD free recall 

List A SD cued recall 

List A LD free recall 

List A LD cued recall 

Composite CVLT Learning 

Semantic cluster 

Composite CVLT Learning (continued) 

Serial cluster (reversed) 

.9587 

.8500 

.5658 

(table continues) 
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Percent correct from 

primacy region 

Percent correct from 

middle region 

Percent correct from 

recency region 

Learning slope 

Percent consistency across 

trials 1 - 5 . 

Composite CVLT Intrusions .7364 

Free recall intrusions 

Cued recall intrusions 

Composite CVLT Recognition .9028 

Recognition Hits 

Discriminability 

False Positives 

Composite Priming .7145 

Percent target words 

correctly identified 

Composite Priming (continued) 

Percent target fragments 

correctly completed 

Percent nontarget fragments 

correctly completed 

a = transformed into a Z-Score 
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Table 7 

Multiple Regressions: Only intelligence accounting for 

variance with Composite and non-composite CVLT measures. 

Recall Intrns LTBLTA1 

B .026 -.051 .034 

T 2.969 -4.097 2.180 

Sign. T .0049 .0002 .0349 

R2 .23 .38 .13 

R2 Chg. .23 •
 U>
 

00
 

.13 

F 3.14 6.32 1.63 

Sign. F Chg .024 .0004 .1843 
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Table 8 

Multiple Regressions; Other variables accounting for 

variance on Composite CVLT measures. 

IV SEX AGE SEX HbA1c 

DV LRNG PSVNS RBIAS SDFLT5 

B - .460 .0910 .955 -.006 

T -1.989 2.154 2.624 -2.081 

Sign. T .05 .037 .012 .0441 

R2 .13 

CO 
«H s .15 .20 

R2 Chg. .009 .08 .15 .04 

F .801 1.540 1.826 1.414 

Sign. F Chg. .591 .190 .142 .228 
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Table 9 

Multiple Regressions; Only intelligence accounting for 

variance on non-composite CVLT variables. 

LISTASDF LISTASDC LISTALDF 

B 

T 

Sign. T 

R2 

R2 Chg. 

F 

Sign. F Chg. 

.0353 

4.104 

.0002 

.27 

.27 

16.84 

.0002 

.025 

2.910 

.0056 

.16 

.16 

8.47 

.0056 

.040 

3.644 

.0007 

.31 

.24 

7.60 

.0015 
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Table 10 

Multiple Regressions: Only intelligence accounting for 

variance on non-composite Priming variables. 

NTgt Mid Tgt Frag Ntgt Frag 

B 

T 

Sign. T 

R2 

R2 Chg. 

F 

Sign. F Chg. 

.344 

-2.244 

.0300 

.14 

.06 

2.88 

.10 

.671 

3.416 

.0014 

.31 

.31 

9.55 

.0004 

.574 

3.263 

.0022 

.30 

.25 

7.35 

.0019 
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Table 11 

Multiple Regressions: other variables accounting for 

variance on non-composite dependent variables. 

IV - HYPOFQ NEUROPTH MOS DX CBG 

DV - LISTB FRCINTRN DF RC RC CORR 

B .170 .601 -6.153 4.162 

T 2.049 2.254 -2.296 3.138 

Sign. T .046 .031 .025 .003 

R2 .18 ,.59 .27 .33 

R2 Chg. .08 .03 .06 .20 

F 4.20 2.49 3.75 5.43 

Sign. F Chg. .046 .125 .060 .009 
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Definitions of abbreviations used in the tables 

Table 5 

Educ = Years of education completed 

Income = yearly family income 

Months Dx = months since diagnosis of diabetes 

DM Meds = types of diabetic medication used 

Exer Freq = episodes of exercise per week 

SMBG Freq = frequency of self-monitoring of blood glucose 

per week 

Hypo Freq = Hypoglycemic frequency 

SIT IQ = Slosson Intelligence Test IQ estimate 

HbA1c = hemoglobin A1c (a measure of chronic blood glucose) 

CVLT PT BG = California Verbal Learning Test Pretest blood 

glucose 

Prime PS BG = Priming test prestimulus blood glucose 

Prime PT BG = " " pretest " » 

Prosp PT BG = Prospective test pretest bg 

Prosp IT Bg = 11 " intratest bg 

Prosp Msg BG = " " message bg 

WM PT BG = Working Memory pretest bg 

CBG = Composite bg 

LISTA15 = CVLT List A trial 1 - 5 (the next 27 variable 

names are from the CVLT) 

LISTA1 = List A trial 1 

LISTA5 = List A trial 5 

LISTB = List B 
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LISTASDF = List A short-delay free recall 

LISTASDC = " " " " cued " 

LISTALDF = " " long « free " 

LISTALDC = " " " " cued " 

Semclstr = Semantic cluster ratio 

Srlclstr = Serial cluster ratio 

Primacy = Percent correct responses from the primacy region 

Middle = Percent correct responses from the middle region 

Recency = Percent correct responses from the recency region 

Lrngslp = Learning slope 

Cnstncyl5 = Percent consistency across trials 1 - 5 

Persevn = Perseverations free and cued recall total 

FRCIntrsn = Free recall intrusions 

CRCIntrsns = Cued recall intrusions 

RcgHits = Recognition hits 

Discrim = Discriminability 

FalsPsvt = False positives 

R Bias = Response bias 

LTBLTA1 = List B vs List A trial 1 

SDFLT5 = List A short-delay free recall 

vs List A trail 5 

LDFSDF = List A long-delay free recall vs List A short-delay 

free recall 

RCGHSDF = Recognition hits vs List A short-delay free recall 

DISCLDF = Discriminability vs List A long-delay free recall 

Tgt Id = Priming Memory targets correctly identified 
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Ntgt Mid = Priming nontargets mistakenly identified as 

targets 

Tgt Frag = Priming target fragments correctly completed 

Ntgt Frag = Priming nontarget fragments correctly completed 

I'D = prospective Memory intratest blood glucose deviation 

from assigned time 

BG Reed = Prospective intratest BG recorded 

MsgDev = Prospective message deviation from assigned time 

DF RC = Working Memory number of digits forward recalled 

D RC C = WM digits forward recalled in correct order 

Miss Wd RC = WM number missing words from the story recalled 

CVLT RC = Composite CVLT recall measure 

CVLT ERR = Composite CVLT error measure 

CVLT RCG = Composite CVLT recognition measure 

PRIME = Composite Priming Memory measure 

Table 7 

Recall = Composite CVLT recall measure 

Intrsns = " " intrusions measure 

LTBLTA1 = CVLT List B vs List A trial 1 

Table 8 

LRNG = Composite CVLT learning measure 

PSVNS = CVLT Perseverations 

RBIAS = CVLT response bias 

SDFLT5 = CVLT short-delay free recall vs List A trial 5 

Table 9 

LISTASDF = CVLT List A short-delay free recall 
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LISTASDC = " " " " " cued " 

LISTALDF = " " 11 long " free " 

Table 10 

Ntgt Mid = Priming nontargets misidentified as targets 

Tgt Frag = " target fragments correctly completed 

Ntgt Frag = " nontarget fragments correct completed 

Table 11 

HypoFQ = Hypoglycemic frequency 

LISTB = CVLT List B 

NEUROPTH = Neuropathy 

FRCINTRN = CVLT free recall intrusions 

MOS DX = Months since diabetes diagnosis 

DF RC = Working Memory digits forward recalled 

CBG = Composite blood glucose 

RC CORR = Working Memory digits recalled in correctorder 
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Consent for Participation 
in Research 

at the Diabetes Treatment Center 
at Saint Joseph Hospital 

I, , give my informed 
consent to participate in the research project which has 
been explained to me. I understand that I will be required 
to submit to venous blood tests (administered by my 
physician, his staff, or a nurse in the hospital) and 
fingerstick blood tests. These will provide information 
regarding the state of my blood sugar. The results will be 
shared with me. 

I understand that, in this research project, my memory 
skills will be tested. I will be given several memory tests 
that involve pencil-and-paper items and oral questions. 

I understand that there may be a slight risk of 
infection with the blood tests, but that all necessary 
precautions will be carried out to insure my safety. These 
will include: (1) the use of gloves by the medical staff 
and researchers, (2) use of new lancing devices and needles, 
(3) use of sterilization procedures such cleansing with 
alcohol, (4) safe and immediate disposal of all sharp 
objects used to obtain blood samples, and (5) immediate 
labeling of blood samples to be used in laboratory analysis 
to insure correct identification of samples. 

I understand that I will be given the results of the 
memory and blood tests upon completion of the project upon 
request. 

I understand that my identity will be kept strictly 
confidential , and all results will be published as group 
data so that each participant will remain anonymous. 
Identification will only be used to correctly label any 
blood products for the purpose of reporting the results to 
my physician and me. 

If I have any questions regarding the research, I may 
contact: 
Earl Johnson: Diabetes Treatment Center at Saint Joseph 
Hospital 

1401 South Main Street 
Fort Worth, Texas 76104 

817/347-1982. 
I understand that my participation in this research 

project is completely voluntary, and that I may refuse to 
participate at any time without penalty or loss of any of 
the benefits stated above. 

I agree to the above statements 
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patient date 

witness date 
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Consent for Participation 
in Research 

at Tarrant County Hospital District 

I, , give my informed 
consent to participate in the research project which has 
been explained to me. 

In summary, this project will measure how well I can 
remember certain items when my blood sugar is normal or 
high. 

The blood tests to be done will be part of routine 
blood work ordered by my doctor. No other special tests 
will be done. 

I understand that I will be given the results of the 
memory and blood tests upon completion of the project upon 
request. 

I understand that my identity will be kept strictly 
confidential , and all results will be published as group 
data so that each participant will remain anonymous. 
Identification will only be used to correctly label any 
blood products for the purpose of reporting the results to 
my physician and me. 

If I have any questions regarding the research, I may 
contact: 
Earl Johnson: Diabetes Treatment Center at Saint Joseph 
Hospital 

1401 South Main Street 
Fort Worth, Texas 76104 

817/347-1982. 
I understand that my participation in this research 

project is completely voluntary, and that I may refuse to 
participate at any time without penalty or loss of any of 
the benefits stated above. 

No payments will be made to me for my participation. 
I agree to the above statements. 

patient date 

witness date 
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Consent for Participation 
in Research 

at 
Good Samaritan Regional Medical Center 

I, , give my informed 
consent to participate in the research project which has 
been explained to me. 

In summary, this project will measure how well I can 
remember certain items when my blood sugar is normal or 
high. 

The blood tests to be done will be part of routine 
blood work ordered by my doctor. No other special tests 
will be done. 

I understand that I will be given the results of the 
memory and blood tests upon completion of the project upon 
request. 

I understand that my identity will be kept strictly 
confidential , and all results will be published as group 
data so that each participant will remain anonymous. 
Identification will only be used to correctly label any 
blood products for the purpose of reporting the results to 
my physician and me. 

If I have any questions regarding the research, I may 
contact: 
Earl Johnson:2201 N. Central Av. # 2B 

Phoenix, AZ 85004-1424 
602/254-9153 
I understand that my participation in this research 

project is completely voluntary, and that I may refuse to 
participate at any time without penalty or loss of any of 
the benefits stated above. 

No payments will be made to me for my participation. 
I agree to the above statements. 

patient date 

witness date 
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CHUTNEY 

CINNAMON 

CLARINET 

CLIMATE 

COBBLER 

COCKATOO 

COCONUT 

CONIFER 

COPYCAT 
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ESTUARY 
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ISTHMUS 
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PROCEDURE FOR PRIMING MEMORY 

1. TELL SUBJECT THAT HE OR SHE IS GOING TO TAKE A MEMORY 

TEST. 

2. TELL THE SUBJECT TO REMEMBER THE WORDS HE OR SHE IS 

ABOUT TO SEE. 

3. PRESENT 25 WORDS ON THE FLASHCARDS AT THE RATE OF ONE 

PER 5 SECONDS. 

4. WAIT ONE HOUR. 

5. PRESENT A LIST OF 50 WORD FRAGMENTS. HALF OF THESE ARE 

FROM THE ORIGINAL LIST; HALF ARE NOVEL. 

6. WITHOUT A 20 MINUTE TIME LIMIT, ASK THE SUBJECT TO FILL 

IN THE MISSING LETTERS TO CORRECTLY SPELL THE FULL WORD 

FROM THE FRAGMENT GIVEN. 

7. SCORE ACCURACY ON BOTH OLD AND NEW WORDS 
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PROCEDURE FOR WORKING MEMORY 

1. TELL SUBJECT THAT HE OR SHE IS GOING TO TAKE A MEMORY 

TEST. 

2. TELL THEM TO MEMORIZE THE FOLLOWING SERIES OF NUMBERS. 

3. REPEAT DIGITS FORWARD FOR 7 NUMBERS ONCE. 

4. TELL THE SUBJECT TO REMEMBER THESE NUMBERS WHILE YOU 

READ THE FOLLOWING STORY. 

5. READ THE "LOGICAL MEMORY" STORY "A" FROM THE WMS. 

6. ASK THE SUBJECT TO REPEAT THE 7 DIGITS. 

7. PRESENT THE SUBJECT WITH A WRITTEN COPY OF THE STORY 

WITH EVERY 5th WORD DELETED. ASK THEM TO FILL IN THE 

MISSING WORDS. 

8. SCORE CORRECTNESS FOR DIGITS FORWARD AND NUMBER OF 

CORRECT WORDS REMEMBERED. 
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WORKING MEMORY PROCEDURE 

Digits Forward: 4-1-7-9-3-8-6 

Logical Memory Paragraph: 

Anna Thompson of South Boston employed as a scrub woman in 

an office building reported at the City Hall Station that 

she had been held up on State Street the night before and 

robbed of fifteen dollars. She had four little children, 

the rent was due, and they had not eaten for two days. The 

officers, touched by the woman's story, made up a purse for 

her. 

Logical Memory Paragraph Test: 

Anna Thompson of South employed as a scrub 

in an office building at 

the City Hall that she had been 

up on State Street the 

before and robbed of 

dollars. She had four little 

, the rent was due 

they had not eaten for two days. 

The officers, by the woman's story 

up a purse for her. 
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PROSPECTIVE MEMORY TEST 

1. TELL THE SUBJECT THAT YOU WANT THEM TO WATCH A VIDEO 

TAPE, AND TEST HIS OR HER BLOOD GLUCOSE AT A SPECIFIED 

TIME. 

2. CALIBRATE THE TIME FUNCTION ON THE ONE TOUCH II TO THE 

TIME ON THE CLASSROOM CLOCK. 

3. BEFORE THE TAPE BEGINS, ASK THE SUBJECT TO TEST HIS/HER 

BLOOD SUGAR AT A SPECIFIED TIME AND TO RECORD THE 

RESULTS. THIS SHOULD BE 30 MINUTES AFTER TAPE BEGINS. 

WRITE THIS TIME EXPECTATION ON THE DATA SHEET. 

3. PROVIDE THE SUBJECT WITH A ONE TOUCH II BLOOD GLUCOSE 

METER, TEST STRIPS, ALCOHOL PADS, LANCET, AND LANCING 

DEVICE, AND A LOGBOOK. PLACE THESE IN A BAG, AND 

INSTRUCT THE SUBJECT TO PUT THEM BEHIND HIS OR HER 

CHAIR SO IT WILL BE OUT OF SIGHT. 

4. AT THE END OF THE TAPE, ASK FOR THE METER, AND RECORD 

(1) WHETHER THE TEST TOOK PLACE, (2) THE ACCURACY OF 

THE RESULT, (3) WHETHER IT WAS LOGGED, (4) THE TIME THE 

TEST TOOK PLACE. 

5. ASK THE PATIENT TO CALL THE DIABETES TREATMENT CENTER AT 

10:00 (OR THREE HOUR AFTER THE INSTRUCTIONS) PM THAT 

NIGHT AND LEAVE THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE ON THE VOICE 

MAIL: " MY NAME IS . THIS IS A MESSAGE 

FOR EARL JOHNSON. MY LATEST BLOOD SUGAR WAS 
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